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2011 – 2013 GOALS

GOAL 1: Keep WA chapters abreast of updates and evolving practices that have a STY emphasis

GOAL 2: Implement a quarterly teleconference with chapter STY Facet Chairpersons

GOAL 3: Assist WA chapters as needed in the use of the SDM and the integration of two or more Facets in their program planning with emphasis and inclusion of S.T.E.M and Mentoring activities
SUMMATION NEXT STEPS

List next steps here:

1. Develop a comprehensive needs assessment for distribution to WA STY Facet Chairs relative to:
   a. Use of the SDM
   b. Issues with the integration of 2 or more Facets in their program planning

2. Cluster chapters for ease in holding quarterly conference calls
RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL (IF ANY)

List Recommendations here:

Encourage the WA Council to view Facet programming and the support of chapters in successful program planning and implementation as a priority in our deliberations, Summits and Area Conferences…..